Abstract-MapReduce is programming model to process the large set of data. Apache Hadoop an implementation of MapReduce has been developed to process the Big Data. Hadoop Cluster sharing introduces few challenges such as scheduling the jobs, processing data locality, efficient resource usage, fair usage of resources, fault tolerance. Accordingly, we focused on a job scheduling system in Hadoop in order to achieve efficiency. Schedulers are responsible for doing task assignment. When a user submits a job, it will move to a job queue. From the job queue, the job will be divided into tasks and distributed to different nodes. By the proper assignment of tasks, job completion time will reduce. This can ensure better performance of the jobs. By default, Hadoop uses the FIFO scheduler. In our experiment, we are discussing and comparing FIFO scheduler with Fair scheduler and Capacity scheduler job execution time.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the Internet usage keeps increasing, Data generated during the day to day life is more than terabytes. This needs to be processed in many Internet Service Providers. MapReduce [1] framework now has the solution for this, which is used for large-scale data processing, i.e. thousands of nodes by using commodity hardware. Hadoop , an popular open source framework implementation of MapReduce model and maintained by Apache Software Foundation. Hadoop [2] , is already used for processing hundred terabytes of data on at least 10,000 cores. In this environment, people may share the same cluster for many purposes, so that the cluster needs to run for different kinds of workloads (heterogeneous workload) on the same data center. Here we can see the problem of job scheduling in the cluster.
The default scheduler in Apache Hadoop is single queue, schedules the jobs in FIFO order which called as FIFO scheduler. According to this scheduler tasks executes based on the arrival time. Some of the schedulers like capacity scheduler [4] which is multi user scheduler as well as a fair scheduler [3] which uses multiple queues and utilizes different resources in the cluster. Using these schedulers, we could assign jobs to queues which manually guarantee their specific resource share among the homogeneous and heterogeneous workload.
The performance of Hadoop framework mainly depends on the cluster size, the hardware configuration in each node and the scheduling methods for the jobs. The scheduling algorithms in distributed systems usually have the goals of spreading the load on processors and maximizing their utilization of resources which minimizes the total task execution time internally it effects on job execution time.
In our work, we concentrated on the problem that, how can we improve the hardware utilization rate when different kinds of workloads (i.e. homogeneous and heterogeneous data) run on the clusters in MapReduce framework. In practical, different type of jobs often simultaneously run in the Cluster, the scheduler is having the main role in assigning the jobs and is closely tied to the performance of the MapReduce framework. Mainly two kinds of scheduling policy one is Job level i.e. scheduling jobs submitted into Hadoop cluster and another one is task level i.e. scheduling the tasks from a specific job. In this paper, we focus on different Hadoop schedulers such as FIFO, Fair, Capacity scheduler and their job execution time analysis. Our main aim is to compare the job execution time of above mentioned schedulers with default Hadoop scheduler's job execution time (FIFO). We considered a job execution time as performance analysis parameter for our entire journey we used Ganglia software [17] which provides execution environment and complete real-time monitoring, which gives the clear idea about the resource usage. Ganglia were developed at the California University in Berkeley Computer Science Division to link clusters across logical way in the Berkeley campus. It is completely opensource because it was developed at a university and no proprietary components are needed..
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
Over the last few years, data stored in the world has increased exponentially. Data sources are everywhere, from user-generated content to large scientific experiments and Web 2.0, from social networks to wireless sensor networks. This large amount of data is a valuable asset in our information society this called the BigData. The problem here is to process the data in order to extract the useful information. As we mentioned it is petabyte of data, by using traditional methods for data analysis is not possible. Because the data analysis tools are unable to keep up with the increase in size, diversity and rate of change of data size. For this a new tools and approaches are required, currently the most used tool is definitely Hadoop. In this section, we briefly discuss about Hadoop architecture and related scheduling mechanisms. Hadoop framework running on main two components, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and MapReduce framework, both are Master-Slave architecture. One master node and number of slave nodes. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) stores and manages the file which is of fixed size data blocks (64MB by default). The master node called Namenode will assigns the data blocks to slave nodes called Datanodes for processing. Namenode contains metadata i.e. information about the each data blocks which is in datanodes and meta data of meta is saved in Secondary Namenode for every regular interval of time.
Each jobs assigned to Hadoop framework divides it into number of subtasks i.e. map tasks and reduce tasks, which will be handled with a Map function and a Reduce function in the MapReduce framework. Each Map task deals with a small part of the input data. After Map task processing, it will generates the results those are intermediate state key-value pairs, this output will be the input for Reduce function. Reduce function will merge based on a specific key, then generate and output as value-keys. Every few seconds master node receives heartbeats from slave nodes.
MapReduce framework, running on HDFS, is used for data processing in parallel and in distributed pattern. It consists of a JobTracker which runs on the master node and several TaskTracker runs on slave nodes. Namenode and JobTracker, the core of Hadoop, are running on the master node, and a TaskTracker is running on a slave node together with one Datanode. Thus one master node and multiple nodes constitute a distributed storing and processing clusters for large-scale data. JobTracker is in charge of scheduling and monitoring all the tasks, including map tasks and reduce tasks, of a MapReduce job. Tasks are distributed to TaskTrackers who execute the map function and reduce function defined by user's MapReduce application which uses the data saved in Datanodes. Fig.1 shows overall architecture of Hadoop.
According to cluster resource utilization, current Hadoop schedulers classified into two types: (a) full utilization of resources to maximize the use of it. (b) Partial utilization of resources to do concurrent processing. Hadoop's default scheduler works based on first type. In below section we are going discuss about Hadoop schedulers 
A. Default Scheduler (FIFO)
The default Hadoop scheduler works using a FIFO queue. Jobs are submitted to cluster, divide them into tasks, and then tasks are moved into the queue and processed by available slots in the nodes. Although there is a support for jobs priorities, but it is not turned on by default. In FIFO scheduler each job would use the entire cluster, so jobs which are submitted need to wait for their turn. Here the main problem is sharing resources fairly among users and all so among jobs, to solve this problem we need a better scheduler. Once a task slots become free, then first waiting job in the queue will be assigned for execution. From this scheduler we can say that one job will take all task slots within the cluster. Also, jobs those arrived at a later stage or with a less priority will be blocked behind the higher priority jobs. Recently few alternative schedulers have been developed such as Yahoo!'s Capacity scheduler and Facebook's Fair scheduler.
B. Fair Scheduler
The fair scheduler [3] in Hadoop was developed by Facebook. The main intention of this scheduler is to assign the resource on and average to all jobs and all users so that each job gets equal share of available resources. Therefore the jobs waiting time will reduce and CPU will be used totally among all jobs. In Fair Scheduler actually organizes jobs by resource pool with each pool holds minimum number of map and reduce slots. By default, each user there is a separate pool. Free slots in idle pools can be taken to other pools and resources are fairly shared among all jobs but by default slots are fixed. 
C. Capacity Scheduler
The Capacity Scheduler [4] was originally developed by Yahoo which is defined for large clusters or different organization. In capacity scheduling queues are created which are used for multiple users. For each queue we can allocate number of map and reduce slots. During execution queues are monitored, if entire capacity of one queue is not used its excess capacity used for another queue temporarily. As like FIFO and Fair scheduler Capacity scheduling has the ability to prioritize the jobs within a queue. There is strict access control on queues (queues are tied to a organization or person).Both capacity scheduler & fair scheduler have similarities:
 Good for multi users because support multiple queues or pools.  Each queue or pool supports for FIFO or different job priorities.  In both schedulers, they can share idle slots to other queues or pools.
And following are its differences:
 Different strategies  Different memory constraints Since Hadoop cluster is connected by networks, data transportation and then execution of jobs is major issues. Some researches focused on optimizing MapReduce processes automatically and managing resources allocation with different job. Our focus is on job schedulers which will helps to schedule different kind of workloads. We considered few authors survey results that has mentioned about schedulers, then we implemented it and analyzed the results by using Weblog data and Amazon data. Weblog data is semi structured data and Amazon data is record format data
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental Environment
For the performance evaluation, we considered Hadoop three nodes cluster with homogeneous hardware property, i.e. Each node in the cluster has a 3.8 GB RAM, Intel® Core i5 3470 CPU @3.20GHz * 4 processor. We setup cluster on Ubuntu 14.04 with Hadoop 1.2.1 stable release used oracle jdk 1.7 and ssh configuration to manage Hadoop daemons. Our cluster setup is having 1 NameNode and 3 DataNodes for the purpose of an experiment. Configuration files such as mapred-site.xml, core-site.xml, hdfs-site.xml are setup by default values with replication factor 2 and default block size 64MB. We used Web Log data of 2.1 GB [5] and Amazon data [6] of 990 MB for our analysis, collected this data from different sites. We performed a set of experiments to evaluate the performance .by using different schedulers on heterogeneous workload and homogeneous environment.
In this paper, we are comparing default FIFO scheduler's execution time with Fair and Capacity scheduler's execution time. Execution time includes submission to completion of the particular job. For the analysis, we are using Amazon data which is of a record format, our application invokes mapper for each record which is passed as input for our application. The mapper extracts the customer ID and generates values for each customer ID this output will be given to reducer, where reducer will take the customer ID and value, then sum up and gives the output as the number of items the customer has ordered and Web Log data which is semi-structured data. We had written application which shows the output of hits by hour of the day. In application Column 1 is the hours (24 hour format), column2 is the number of page access for each hour. From using these two applications with the homogeneous and heterogeneous workload, we started our experiment. Initially we analyzed this data in our application; we can check this result in Fig.2 and Fig.  3 respectively.
After this analysis of Bigdata we started work on different Hadoop schedulers. Initially we executed these application in default scheduler, then started to compare the results with different schedulers for same applications. Below section we are discussing the results from our analysis. In the FIFO scheduler (default scheduler), while executing the first job, second and third jobs need to wait. From our experiment we can tell that total execution time increases as the number of jobs increases, it effects on overall performance of jobs in system Fig.4 shows the execution time of three jobs using different inputs of Web Log data and Amazon data. With homogeneous workload (Data size same) and heterogeneous workload (different data size) From this we can say that as the number of jobs increases job waiting time also increases and small jobs will be struck behind the large jobs in case of heterogeneous workload so the performance of overall job execution time decreases. We considered Fair scheduler, as we already discussed above, main intention of this scheduler is to fair resource usage, i.e. all jobs should have Fair share of resources either it may be large or small and if we assign the pools to different users then each pool should share the resource fairly among the jobs. The results from our analysis are that Fair scheduler takes less job execution time than the FIFO which showed in Fig.5 . In Fig.6 , we are giving homogeneous and heterogeneous workload to different pools in Fair scheduler. In this figures we can see the job execution time comparison. Here we considered two pools for our experiment After the fair scheduler, we considered one more Hadoop supported scheduler is Capacity scheduler. Here we created queues to assign the jobs. Depends on the hardware resources we can increase the number of queues. As the number of queue increase job execution time also increases. We considered 2 queues assigned the jobs to them parallel and the 3 queues and assigned the jobs. We can see the results in Fig.7 . Then we compared capacity scheduler job execution time in homogeneous and heterogeneous environment. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of it.
In this scheduler there will be many parameters those can be tuned and get better job execution time such as QueueCapacity or MaximumCapacity etc. Compare to Fair scheduler capacity scheduler will take more job execution time. From our experiment we can tell that Fair is better among other schedulers
We used Ganglia tool to analyze the resource usage. of entire cluster. It will clearly show the resource usage by the cluster We can observe it in Fig.9 . Graphs in the figure shows last one hour load of Hadoop cluster, memory usage, CPU usage and network usage respectively From this tool we can analyze the resource usage of entire cluster very easily. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We considered homogeneous and heterogeneous workloads for our experiment and total job execution time as the main parameter for analysis which includes job execution time and waiting time of jobs. From our analysis, we can tell that FIFO scheduler is takes more execution time as the number of jobs increases but for small jobs it is good scheduler. The job execution time is less for Fair scheduler in multi jobs with heterogeneous workload because resources are fairly shared among all jobs. And Capacity schedulers also take more execution time compare to Fair scheduler. In future work, we planned to consider the capacity scheduler parameter to analyze the job execution time in the heterogeneous environment and to implement our own scheduler to solve data locality problem.
